Homophones 3
Fill each gap with the correct homophone.

Knot or Not?
Shiloh felt a _______ in her stomach.
Milab did ______ want to do
her homework.
There was a _______ in the middle
of the rope.

The ________ during summer was
sunny and warm.
Miss Phillips couldn’t decide _______ or
not to give homework.
The ________ forecast predicted
rain and hail.

Weather or Whether?
We ate ______ cake for dessert.
The _____ was difficult.

Who’s or Whose?
______ coming swimming after school?

______ of my friends are coming for a
play date.

Some or Sum?

_______ turn is it to take out
the rubbish?
________ cooking dinner tonight?

Tail or Tale?
She enjoyed reading the ______ about
the princess.
Winnie the cat was chasing her
own ______.
Dad didn’t believe Masood’s tall ______.

Landon wanted to ______ an ice-cream.
Mirta didn’t want to say _____ to
her friends.
Wait for me _____ the lamp post.

Buy, Bye or By?
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Homophones 3 Answers
Fill each gap with the correct homophone.

Knot or Not?

Shiloh felt a knot in her stomach.
Milab did not want to do her homework.
There was a knot in the middle
of the rope.

The weather during summer was
sunny and warm.
Miss Phillips couldn’t decide whether or
not to give homework.
The weather forecast predicted
rain and hail.

Weather or Whether?
We ate some cake for dessert.
The sum was difficult.

Who’s or Whose?
Who’s coming swimming after school?

Some of my friends are coming for a
play date.

Some or Sum?

Whose turn is it to take out
the rubbish?
Who’s cooking dinner tonight?

Tail or Tale?
She enjoyed reading the tale about
the princess.
Winnie the cat was chasing
her own tail.
Dad didn’t believe Masood’s tall tale.

Landon wanted to buy an ice-cream.
Mirta didn’t want to say bye to
her friends.
Wait for me by the lamp post.
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